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BE N D E D S T EM D I A R I E S, I V
The thudding stopped 847 times;
handkerchiefs ruined and stuffed full
of tears — they lump and loom outwards
christened as pillowcases.
Fair the lonely work of mending her
white daffodil dress and his spathe
shoulder blades that have torn through
her summery linear-leaved sleeves.
Call her back in the river of your sigh.
The worker bees settle on the pistil.
Hands don’t work – crooked paddle &
flow on your back into the open sky.
The hours of 1&7 are growing periods.
Trilliums are said to dangle west of
the Appalachians. Thin and white like
milk, rousing the golden ray boys home.
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A P O EM B Y MA R IE -A ND R E E A U C LA IR

BIKE S EA S O NS
We travel the wind
in heavy leather and big boots,
propagate turbulence, roar low,
thread a nimble way through patches of traffic.
At the gas-station,
he says, helmet tucked under arm,
‘Next we’ll get a sidecar.’
My fingers lift my hair.
I say, we don’t have a dog.
Yet.
I get my own bike, high clearance, skeleton-light,
sparrow-swift, titanium, aluminum, no chromium,
but breathless humming.
Do we want to
walk a dog three times a day,
leash ourselves to domestic adoration?
We don’t have enough snow to mush.
Why not plant trees, grow sedentary?
We’d watch poplars by the river,
by the farm we don’t have.
Yet.
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B IKE SEASONS (CONTINUED)

A P O EM B Y MA R IE -A ND R E E A U C LA IR

Bike season.
The air is mild, our skin immune to bugs and gravel,
dark leather from thick booted feet to gloved hands,
heads boxed in matching carbon fiber thermoplastic
aerodynamically shaped shells —
spare the brain and pierce that wall of wind.
She is Sirocco, spring-gold and black,
snorts low when shifting gears,
double overhead camshaft,
charges forth, careens with minimal friction,
clad to cut resistance,
trim off nanoseconds, and milliliters,
but not decibels or heart beats.
He says, ‘then later.’
I say, ‘later’s good.’
We explore our creed of roots and agendas,
with maps that divulge the territory,
or do they? Don’t they?
What will bridge the gap between line and land?
There are paths across shallow fords
on river sand between flat stones,
that live briefly between plumes of water,
glorious for the duration of a crossing.
Then Sirocco gallops on irregular terrain,
raising a plumage of dust.
In town, she behaves urbane and discreet
till at a traffic light, she leaves low-slung Corgi cars
in her rear-view mirrors.
6
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Some rise to the challenge,
rev up and growl,
prodded by half-mourned dreams
into a competition without fair odds.
My nod is their dare;
I feel guilty I woke a lying dog,
and showed it its cage,
but Sirocco gurgles with laughter and bolts.
No sidecar there, ponderous and tame.
Yet.
One day, I say,
holding my helmet by the chin guard,
swinging it like a basket
brimming with my gloves, and long scarf,
‘Wanna shop for a Corgi car?’
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A P O EM B Y A LLIS O N JA NE S MITH

H E SAYS
Everything is unfamiliar here except the words he sayshere where letters are strange scribbles advertising beer above a dirty
wall over which a Hindu god keeps guard, where tangled hydro lines
find the most direct route through the city above the stop and start
of tuk tuks carrying sweaty tourists and laughing children on bicycles
and masked women on motorbikes and trucks piled high with bricks
or chickens or pigs or, or, or.
What he says keeps me awake to hear the sighs of the city at nightthe quiet music and barking dogs that are undeterred by the pressing
heat to which my whirring fan responds. Silence is an idea here, a
theoretical concept like democracy or anti-corruption, like stop signs
or punctuality.
I can hear little over the din save for the things he says.
his words become black icons on a glowing screen, filtered through
my preconceptions and expectations, my fears and hopes, tap tap tap
from my fingertips to the other side of the world, where I once slept
easy and dreamed small dreams so as not to disturb, not to worry, not
to alarm.
He says when he was my age - he says it with a grin he says when he was my age he wondered and he questioned and he
risked, and then he was here, where orange-clad monks talk on
iPhones as they walk dusty streets to wats where families live and
chickens run loose and ex-pats write reports in small offices for other
foreigners to read.
8
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How long will I remember what he says?
will his words stay with me when I leave, souvenirs more costly than
those at the markets where I am promised a special price? Will they
linger like the colours, the smells, the fabrics, the tastes that beckon to
every sense? Or will they recede when I’m reminded of the conventions
of my culture, things like cutlery and mascara and sleeping in and
neatly manicured lawns outside suburban homes?
This is where he wants to be, he says. He says, he says.
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A P O EM B Y V INC E NT C H E TC U TI

IT ’S O N LY L OVE & THAT I S ALL
Your memory fades, your perfume
lingers, the thought of you
remains, crushed
between my fingers.
The night is long, the moment
brief, there’s one in every crowd
a lover, a swindler, a thief.
The pictures dissolve, the images
fade, gliding down
the staircase, your mind’s
already made.
You go out every night,
you come back alone
& cry, the pattern repeats
itself but you never
stop to ask why.
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A P O EM B Y C O LIN MO RTO N

IN ME M O R I A M : M Y FI R ST PE T
Didn’t we have fun
romping in the schoolyard, tumbling together
both out of breath and glad to be alive
and though I cannot call you by name
(because it is the answer to a security question
to access my online account)
or even mention your species or breed
(your name is so common to one of your kind)
I love to remember you
bounding toward me through a dandelion field and
I want you to know I understand
– there’s nothing to forgive – how in your excitement
you pissed in my face as we tussled
the evening before the vet put you down.
You must have felt a threat in the air.
I held you in the car and you were calm
under the vet’s large hands
you offered no resistance
gave your life coolly as I give your name
when I need to change my password.
I’m sorry there’s no place for you in my address book
but in a hidden file somewhere in memory
I know you’re there.
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P R O S E B Y JE S S E M A C LE A N

LAVA
“The floor is lava,” Laura told her brother. “Touch it and die!”
The siblings were adventuring in the basement playroom. Standing on
chairs, they contemplated the broiling carpet with grim severity. Closets and
cupboards had been raided to provide materials for the escape from mortal
peril. Furniture, cushions, toys and appliances had been rearranged into a
rough path of flotsam across oblivion. Their parents would have fits if they saw
it, but escaping the lava was more important.
“Why can’t I just stay here?” Cole stood on his tiptoes on top of the chair,
adding a few precious inches between him and incineration. His face was
void of optimism, immersed in the terror they faced. “If I stay here I can get
rescued.”
“No! You have to escape!” His older sister tried not to yell and mostly failed.
He always did this: tried to change the rules instead of playing fair. It
reminded her of when she had set up a maze for her pet rat. She had spent
hours on the maze, only to watch the dumb thing run around to get to the
snack at the end, instead of going in the intended entrance. Laura had decided
that Cole and the rat were going to be best friends. “The lava’s rising. You need
to get away or you’ll get burned up!”
Cole noted that Laura wasn’t preparing to try any crossings of her own. This
was how these games always worked. She said they were under attack by
dinosaurs or aliens and that they needed to do something to survive, and then
he did it and perished. Again.
“But-“
“It’s rising now! Hurry, hurry!”
12
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The vision of lava consuming his young body filled him and panicked him. He
jumped and scrambled from red plastic stool to winter sled. The next stepping
stone was the vacuum cleaner. He crouched, preparing to jump, but hesitated
before the chasm of magma. Yet the lava was rising, and quickly, according to
Laura’s yells. Cole decided to risk the jump, then changed his mind just as his
feet left the sled. He tripped over the vacuum cleaner, fell facefirst into the lava
carpet, and died horribly and loudly.
Mom heard his crying. She yelled at both of them for playing dangerously, not
to mention breaking the vacuum cleaner. They solemnly said their apologies
with the sweet faces of children no one could stay mad at, swearing this would
never again happen in the playroom. Mom hugged them and made sure Cole’s
head wasn’t hurt.
A week later they were bored again. Laura had gotten in trouble chasing Cole
around the house with her rat. She had tried to get him to pet it, but he was
positive it would bite him and had fled from its terrible incisors. She ran after
him with rat-filled hands outstretched, yelling “Come back! He won’t hurt
you! He just wants to be friends!”
Mom had taken Scuttle away until Laura could be responsible with her pet.
This sharply limited her entertainment options. Eventually Laura figured that
they had only promised never to play the lava game again in the playroom.
Five minutes after sharing this thought with Cole, the living room was a
volcanic caldera strewn with cushions and upended furniture.
“The lava’s rising!” Laura sounded very enthusiastic about their imminent
incineration. Adrenaline flushed her cheeks. Her eyes saw basalt, not carpet.
“Get ready to go!”
Cole saw a plummeting, fiery pit, and he felt the memory of carpet burn and
shame. He sat on the couch and crossed his arms. “No. I want to be rescued.
V OL. N O 12. 3
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We’ll be safe if we stay here.”
“No!” He was changing the rules again, ruining everything. “The lava’s rising
too fast, you need to escape!”
“If I go, I’ll fall and burn up now.” And he would get yelled at. “If I wait maybe
a helicopter will come.”
“There aren’t any stupid helicopters!”
“Yes there are! I called the police before the volcano exploded, they’re sending
a helicopter!”
“No they aren’t!” Her voice reached an octave reserved exclusively for dog
whistles, opera singers, and frustrated children. “You’re in the middle of
Brazil!” The story of daring courage and narrow escapes she had meticulously
crafted was falling apart. Common sense had no place in the volcanic jungles
of the central Pacific, which absolutely was where Brazil was located. The
crimson of molten rock was replaced by red-faced children yelling in a messy
room.
“I’ll die if I jump! I always die! I’m sick of dying!”
“You’re a wimp!” Because Mom said she was Older and had to be Mature, she
crossed her arms and summoned up a bit of parental wisdom. “You’ll never
learn if you don’t try.”
“I try every time and it never gets better!”
“It’s easy!”
“Then why don’t you try it?” His whining took on a challenging note. “If it’s so
easy, then show me!”
14
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“That’s not fair! I’m the one who made all this!”
“Then you should be able to do it easy!” Cole looked like he had just scored a
point.
She quivered for a moment. “Fine! I’ll show you. It’s easy! Just watch!” The
idea that her adventure was too difficult was an insult against what she loved.
She would never make a game that was unfair. She made things fun.
Laura sprang onto a volcanic couch cushion floating above the red-hot carpet.
From there she skipped with deliberately contemptuous ease to an upsidedown garbage pail. The empty pail wobbled beneath her. She balanced on
one leg like the ballerina she planned to be one day and windmilled her arms.
For a thrilling moment she looked down at the living room and saw only an
inferno.
“It’s easy! You can do it!” His voice was half encouragement and half mockery.
Cole couldn’t quite decide between the two.
She tilted herself backward to compensate for the wobble — too far. The
basket tipped the other way, then flew out from under her. She fell shrieking
into the lava. Her back hit the carpet with a thump that knocked the wind
right out of her, bringing great heaving sobs as she tried to catch her breath.
Mom heard, again. This time her anger could not be cooled by any amount
of sweetness or innocence in her children’s faces. They were banned from all
‘roughhousing’ within the home for at least two weeks. With Mom’s extremely
wide-ranging definition of the term, that was more or less the same as being
banned from fun.
Days went on, a rainy summer without play. Laura toyed with her rat, setting
up new mazes of cardboard and popsicle sticks. It ran away and she looked for
days before giving it up for lost. Cole heard her crying. He thought he should
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say something or help look for the rat, but something within stilled him and
he stayed in his room. He hoped it never came back.
Dad saw how downcast they were becoming, and decided to get involved. He
suggested Monopoly as an alternative. They looked at each other. The last time
they had played Monopoly, the game lasted five inconclusive hours before
degenerating into a screaming match that left them not speaking for a week.
To this day, Cole maintained that Free Parking did not work that way.
Given the choice between boredom, which was unacceptable; Monopoly,
which would destroy their family; and disobeying Mom, which was suicide;
they decided they needed another option. The rainy backyard beckoned.
It was cold outside. Droplets ran down their jackets and dripped around their
feet. Laura liked the atmosphere it added. She had read that the clouds from
volcanoes went into the sky and caused rain. The weather helped make it
more real. In her mind, the cold became an inferno. They ransacked the shed,
dragged lawn chairs and sleds across the wet grass to arrange their escape.
Cole’s motions lacked enthusiasm, and not just because of the rain.
Laura plastered a smile on her face, compensating and encouraging. “We’re
going to make it this time! We’ll go together!”
Cole nodded dully. Laura thought he looked like a sad potato someone put
a raincoat on and dumped in the rain to grow mould. The dragging was done
now, and he was just standing there getting wet. Laura’s smile grew, mouth
stretching across her face.
“There’s even a helicopter this time! It’s right over there! We just need to get
to it!”
“If there’s a helicopter it should come here instead.” Cole pouted, not looking
up. “It should just fly over and drop a ladder for us.” He plopped himself inside
16
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a waterlogged red wagon. “I’m going to stay on this rock until I get a ladder.”
“You can’t just sit there!” The shift from smiling to yelling was immediate. “You
can’t just sit and wait and do nothing! You never want to do anything!” The last
syllable was a keening, drawn-out wail.
“I don’t want to get burned up!”
“You won’t!”
“I always do!”
“Not this time!” She took a breath. He looked up from the ground. “I’ll catch
you. I promise!”
Cole looked at her. Then he stood up in the wagon and got ready to go. Laura
got up beside him.
“Ready?”
“Yeah.”
They jumped together, leaping with all their might for the sanctuary of a
jutting outcrop that looked somewhat like an upended picnic table. They
landed solidly despite the slippery surface, with plenty of room to spare. Cole
looked at his feet as though surprised to see them there.
“That was easy!” Laura was determined to make sure her brother had as much
fun as she did. “We did it! Now the next stone.” She pointed at a lump of
basalt that resembled a lawn chair.
“It looks far.”
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“It’s not far! We have to hurry or we’ll get burned up.” No specific time limit
had been set for how long they had until cremation, but no details were
necessary. Both of them could visualize the liquid-hot molten rock lapping at
their feet, getting closer, closer.
“Okay. Let’s go.” He nodded.
“On three! One, two, three-“
This time he surprised his sister by jumping a moment before she did. She
hastened to follow him and landed badly, stumbling into her brother, almost
knocking him into the lava. He screamed and began falling into annihilation.
Laura grabbed him by the hood of his jacket, yanked him back to her. “Got
you!”
He coughed, breathed, found his feet.
“Are you okay? We have to keep going!” Laura took her hands back and
fidgeted in the rain.
Cole actually smiled. “I’m fine. You saved me!”
“Yeah, I did!” She smiled back. Suddenly the rain didn’t seem as cold anymore.
“We’re almost to the helicopter!”
“Are we going to make it? It’s still rising!”
“We’ll make it! We’ll make it!” The game had never gone this well before,
never. Laura felt like they could do anything right now. “Now we have to cross
the basalt bridge. Be careful, it’s really narrow!”
Cole looked at the slender wooden sawhorse, which spanned the fiery abyss.
18
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“It looks wobbly.”
“It is!” Laura looked positively giddy. She got on her knees and reached out to
hold it. “We’ll go one at a time. First you, then you hold it for me. Got it?”
“All right.” Without hesitation, Cole climbed onto the bridge and held it with
his legs and arms as he slowly inched his way across. His sister held it firm for
him the whole way, and then he did the same for her.
They skipped, bounded, climbed, crawled. They skidded, laughed, cried in joy
and thrill. The rain fell unnoticed. Mom and Dad looked out at them from
inside the house, watching silently.
“One more jump! This is it!” Cole was jumping up and down despite being
balanced on a narrow rock spire. He could practically hear the helicopter. So
could Laura.
“Ready? One, two-“
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A P O EM B Y K ATH LE E N S ZO K E

M A R C H I N G D O W N DIVISON
ST RE E T
Leaving Kingston
driving up Division Street toward the highway
up ahead a police car cruises
slowly, lazy red light circling on the roof
and behind it, walking toward me
a parade
though parade hardly seems the right word
no floats or bands or clowns
just people, young and old
in their Sunday best (it is Sunday in fact)
marching down Division Street
some carry banners,
a canopy on poles
elaborate, rich, deep colours, golden trim
the people are smiling, but sober
a sense of solemnity, not quite festivity
a religious ritual of some sort
then I’m past it, the parade falling behind me
moving slowly down the street.
Just up the road
I see another parade
(a weekend of celebrations it seems)
yet still no floats, no bands
off to the side, standing in line:
have they travelled their route
or are they waiting their turn?
Tanks, a dozen or more
20
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squat and implacable
soldiers, male and female, young
rifles slung over shoulders
walk alongside the line of machines
or stand in groups of two or three—
they have no banners
no elaborate canopies on poles
there are no rich colours, no gold
only the tired brown-green
they are not wearing sober Sunday suits
or pretty dresses
they are the same colour as the tanks
they will march behind
down Division Street
or elsewhere.
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P R O S E B Y B R E ND A N M C NA LLY

P LUS Ç A C H A NG E
Melody stood behind the cash register at the end of the diner’s luncheon
counter, idly looking out of the window. The warm spring morning meant
she’d been able to roller skate to work, through the quiet streets of a pre-dawn
Ottawa. But the steadily dropping temperature played on her leg pins, so she
figured she’d probably bus home.
The bells on Parliament Hill were chiming in the distance, across the By
Ward Market as Melody stubbed her butt in the ashtray, glancing at the clock.
It was half past the afternoon gap and the place was dead. Looking at the
photocopied article from The Baffler she’d been skimming, she stuck it in her
school bag between her English course books.
Melody didn’t care for the radio’s tunes and rummaged in her bag, pulling out
a Pixies/Liz Phair mixed-tape that Dean had made for her. She stood up and
turned towards the cassette deck, hitting the eject button. But the tape inside
had been eaten.
“Golden Oldies it is then,” she said to no one, dropping the cassette back into
her bag.
She adjusted the black skirt of her dress uniform and brushed her fingers over
the pen and order pad in the pocket of her white apron. Looking past the pies,
she used the dessert mirror to check her hairnet, tucking a wayward strand of
green back in. Leaning forward, she lightly massaged her legs, sensing rather
than actually feeling the pins, in place since a skiing fuck up back in high
school. The bell above the front door dinged and she turned to see Magda, one
of her older, afternoon regulars, coming in.
“Bottle of beer?” Melody called out.
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“Yes please, dear.”
“Coming right up.” Melody grabbed a beer from the fridge and a glass from
the shelf. Magda was settling into one of the booths with her crosswords when
Melody arrived, half filling the glass and placing it on the table.
“If you need anything else just holler.”
“Thank you, dear.”
Melody smiled while walking away, her gait sporting a slight lilt thanks to her
leg pins’ reaction to the changing weather. Donning her specs and grabbing
the newspaper, she spread it out on the counter. Leaning in on her elbows, red
pen at the ready, she looked through the apartment rental section. That left
her a bit frustrated, so she flipped to the front page. She read about Western
leaders getting ready to eat crow pie at local soup kitchens, having only
recently sung the virtues of capitalism. The popular uprisings that led to the
spectacular collapse of the East Bloc Stalinist police states were followed by
the equally sensational, Batman-style Ka-pow!, that hit, that hit the western
economies, slumping them into a recession that was showing no signs of going
anywhere.
That didn’t help her mood either, so she retrieved the Baffler article to finish it:
an exposé about the Grunge Speak hoax. Turns out a not-so-intrepid reporter
had telephoned someone in Seattle, wanting to know what terms all the cool
kids were using. The story had been reprinted widely under titles like “Hear
it at a Mall Near You!” and, “How to Understand Your Children.” But words
and combos like lamestain and swinging on the flippityflop, plus their supposed
meanings, had all been made up by someone on the Sub Pop end of the line.
Melody figured that one good thing about the article was its declaration
that, far from being slackers, the recession had thrown the expectations of
her generation out of the window, leaving them to pick up the pieces. And
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the tab: economic, social and otherwise. Which was a fair enough sentiment,
she thought. Though she didn’t quite agree that the circumstances of her
particular demographic could be painted so broadly as to include everyone
who happened to have been born around the same time she was.
She finished reading and put the article back into her bag as the bell over the
door dinged. Melody straightened up to see a blinged out Yo-Yo Merchant
walk in all cool like, oversized ball cap turned sideways to show off a pattern
cut into his close cropped blond hair. A jumbo pendant bounced off his chest
as he strutted, spinning counter stools on his way. His super baggy pants
drooped, revealing colourful underwear when he slouched into a booth, one
arm on the table, the other slung out over the backrest, one foot on the seat of
the bench across from him.
Heading over with a menu, Melody thought he was probably a New Kids on
the Block fan before his cut and paste conversion.
“Yo, dawg, s’up?” He said on her arrival.
“I’m not your dog. And what’s up is your foot on the bench.”
He brought his foot down, sitting straight. “Sorry, ma’am.”
“Menu?”
“No, thank you, ma’am.”
–Ma’am, WTF?– thought Melody.
“I mean…Yo, I’m just hanging on my flippityflop chillin’ for my homie dawg.”
“Swinging.” She corrected him.
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“Sorry?”
“Swinging. The whole point of slang is to replace words. Swinging replaces
hanging.”
He pulled a small notebook from his pocket. “Um, could I just have a coffee
while I wait?”
“Of course.”
“Thank you, ma’am.”
She watched him making notebook corrections via his dessert mirror
reflection while she poured his coffee. The bell dinged again and, judging by
his clothing, she figured which booth the new arrival was heading for.
“Yo, dawg, s’up? How’s my homie doin’?”
“I got my shiznit on, yo.”
“Dope! I’m chillin’ on my freak out.”
“Yo, Dawg!”
He slid into the booth and they bumped fists, knocked elbows and butchered
their greeting ritual with a couple of misplaced face slaps.
“Dawg?!”
Heading over, Melody could see they were walking through their greeting.
Slowly. One mimicking the movement of the other in the ballet equivalent of
bling dancercise.
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“First the fist bump, then the elbow knocks, then the double-high five.”
“Dawg!”
Melody stopped at their table, placing the coffee down. “Would your little
doggie friend like a coffee as well?” She turned to the second one. “Well?”
“I’m not his doggie,” he stammered.
“Relax, cupcake, I’m just playing with your shiznit.”
“Coffee please,” he said, “we’re just hanging on our flippityflop.”
The first one gasped, gawking at his friend.
“Coming right up.” Melody wondered why they were using faux grunge speak
when they were styling themselves DJs on the breakbeat. She brought the
coffee to the table, where all bling cool had been restored. Misplaced lingo
aside.
“Thank you,” said the second, closing with a musical, “beeeotch.”
Melody leaned in, saying firmly, “You call me bitch again and your ass is out
the door. Got me?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
WTF is with ma’am and kids today? thought Melody, straightening up and
adjusting her apron, smiling. “Now, I want you to know that we have a one free
refill policy. So let me know when and I’ll be right over. Okay?”
They both answered affirmatively. And politely.
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“Good. Good little doggies.”
Walking away she heard the second one say, “Doesn’t she know it’s dawg, not
doggie?”
Melody smiled when she heard the quick, “Shhhh, shhh, sh,” reply.
Ma’am indeed.
Other customers came in and while she was serving them she noticed the
Yo-Yo Merchants going over various paper sheets. On one walk past she
stopped to refill their coffee and saw a print out of the New York Times
article that had started the whole Grunge Speak hoax. Melody didn’t really
want to disrupt their impromptu Bling as a Second Language workshop, but as
a graduate student in English she felt obliged to intervene. After placing the
coffee pot on the burner behind the counter she grabbed the Baffler article out
of her bag and looked at them, thinking about one of the mixed-tapes Dean
had made: The dawg facing her had a Vanilla Ice shirt on, and the front panel
of the other’s hat sported a Snow logo.
That sealed the deal: If not me, then who? she thought, grabbing a cassette.
“S’up, Dawgs?” They broke away from their notes and turned to Melody. One
managed to squeak out a weak Yo.
“I know this isn’t going to do either genre justice,” continued Melody. “But
Rap is basically about beats per minute and Grunge is essentially guitar based.”
Both sets of brows looking at Melody furrowed.
“All’s I’m saying is that if you’re going to start swinging on the flippityflop you
might want less bling, more flannel. Check this.” She dropped the photocopied
article between them. They both grabbed at it. “And this,” she continued,
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tapping the tape case, “has got some BDP and Disposable Heroes on it. Might
help when it comes to fashion sense decision time.” Their hanging jaws and
jacked deer eyes convinced her that she had made the right decision. “Oh, and
don’t forget that this is Ottawa, not Compton.”
With that sorted out she checked on Magda and strolled behind the counter,
thinking about her predicament while rolling cutlery. She hadn’t figured that
taking out a mortgage on her life to get her English degree would lead to a
career opportunity pouring coffee. When the collection agency called she tried
to explain it to them, but all they cared about was money. However, she found
out that if she doubled-down on her existence and stayed in school to get her
Masters, repayment would be deferred until after graduating. Gambling on the
hope that the economy picked up by then, she felt like she was playing cards at
a crooked table. But hey, like a lot of her dish pig friends she figured she’d slog
out the early 90s in grad school.
Another worry was about her apartment, what with her roomie moving out
soon she’d either have to find someone new or downsize her life even further.
She could pick up more shifts, but she was already cutting into her study time
with this double, and her part-time office job.
“A job that’s both well paid and has shift flexibility for school,” Melody
mumbled to no one. She paused, thinking about the business card her
classmate Emily had given her after class a while back at Mike’s Place, the
smoky grad pub on campus at Carleton.
She wondered if she still had it. Putting the cutlery down and going to her
bag, she pulled out her copy of Moll Flanders, flipped through it and found
the card.
“Her name’s Lulu,” Emily had said while handing it over. “That’s her pager
number. Judging by your take on the world I think you two might get along.”
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“Ummm, thanks?” Melody said when Emily told her about Lulu’s line of work.
“And with those pins in your leg,” added Emily, “you’re not going to be able to
work on your feet forever. Might as well earn some money on your back so you
can finish school and get a job sitting on your butt all day.”
Melody dropped the book into her school bag and pondered the card, sliding
it into her apron pocket and taking out a quarter that brushed against her
finger. She looked at the coin and couldn’t quite picture herself stopping off at
a phone booth to call Lulu.
Yet.
“Yo, yo, this flimflam is dope.” Melody looked over and saw that one of the
dawgs had his head phones on, fist pumping the air as he shouted.
“Aiight! Enough with the jimmyjam, give me a shot at those bones.”
Magda waved and Melody went over. “What can I get you?”
“I think you should call an ambulance.”
“Oh no!” Melody quickly leaned in. “Is everything okay? Are you all right?”
“Oh, I’m fine.” She hooked a thumb over her shoulder, in the direction of the
Yo-Yo Merchants. “But I think those young boys might need medical help.”
Melody smiled when Magda added, “With all the flimflam and the jimmyjam
it sounds like they’re having a stroke.”
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A P O EM B Y C H R IS TO P H E R B A R NE S

F I L M I N G ‘ B L O O D SHOT SILK’ –
D E LE T E D S C EN E (3 0 )
Starkly backlit shot.
Close-up – hairy forearm on steering wheel.
A ready-to-die attendant gnaws nails.
High-wrought portcullis. An unembarrassed stalag.
Track to the right
Montgomery Clift squinnying through glass and grille.
Cinophiles will enthral at this scene
Canonising it Classic Noir.
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P R O S E B Y C R A IG C A LH O U N

ILLE G I B L E
I surrender.
No, I’m not goddamn deaf.
Either I write it down or say nothing. I can write fast enough.
I’m cooperating.
Told you. I’ve surrendered.
Don’t need any goddamn vultures (illegible) lawyer.
Yes, I understand (illegible) my rights. Not goddamn dumb either.
I don’t talk because when I was nine I told God to go fuck Himself. I wasn’t
going to speak another word until I met Him face to face.
None of your business.
Is this it? Water? It’s hot in here.
I’m fucking cooperating. Ask.
Dale Lilley.
49 years old.
You were there.
This the actual confession then?
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I, Dale Lilley, was arrested around 2:30 this morning after walking from my
house to a truck stop off the highway where I shot an old man with long grey
hair and a beard who was talking on the phone in a phone booth. Shot him
in the chest, then shoulder when he spun around trying to hide. I shot him
(illegible) sat down beside him because he was dying. I was angry but felt bad
about it. The old man said “fuck you” a thousand goddamn times (illegible) and
died.
Well, there was a woman’s screaming over the receiver. I think the old man’s
name was Martin. She finally hung up. Took the patrol car a while to get out
there to pick me up.
I only had that .38. Left it on the shelf above the yellow pages then sat down
on the curb outside the booth and waited. The truckers and hookers stood at
the truck stop windows watching me.
No. Never used a telephone in my life.
Stole the gun eight years ago from an Oldsmobile parked outside a restaurant
in Denver.
Because he looked too much like God. I want to say my piece to Him and I’m
tired of waiting. (illegible) thought you would have shot me. He just had the
wrong face at the wrong time, that cartoon God face.
I wanted you to shoot me.
Thought you people had ways of recording everything we’ve ever done. More?
I’ve been arrested more times than I can count. Good way to get out of the
cold for the night. Put that gun in faces across half the country but never got
picked up for that. Guys my age aren’t taken seriously without one.
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1443 Galena Lane across the bridge from the old steelworks, empty
developments (illegible) cops don’t patrol anymore.
Two years. After the steelworks closed no one gave a shit about that part of
town. The house across the street burned to the ground before a fire engine
bothered to drive up then drive away.
No job. Could never stand asking permission to shit.
I fucking know (illegible) prison (illegible) myself.
Lived there with the man who raised me. He was getting on in years, his wife
died a few years ago.
His name was George Lilley.
Not my parents, they took care of me. When I was nine my dad locked the
doors in our apartment, sent me to my room, then slit my mom’s throat then
his own. I watched (illegible) rot on the couch for two weeks until the landlord
kicked in the door. Killing Japanese in the War did a number on him. Your
daddy fight too? We look the same age.
I can ask. You’re doing a job, I’m a man.
The Pacific? My heart fucking aches because I like that little phone of yours.
They sure do make them small now. Do you think our daddies are mad
everyone’s pals now?
George was in the War too, in Europe. Never met a man who hated Germans
more than George.
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At home but he’s dead.
Last night.
9:30.
I didn’t think to.
In the living room taped to the chair tipped onto the floor. Long knife sticking
out of his chest. He was crying at the end. I watched the guy stab him then
leave.
Couldn’t do anything except watch.
Because I got knocked out (illegible) woke up fucking handcuffed to the
banister with duct tape wrapped over my mouth. See half my whiskers gone?
More tape wrapped around my ankles. Couldn’t do anything but fucking
watch. Wasn’t going to close my eyes, owed it to George. He named me, fed
me best he could. He tried.
George looks like a man been kicked his whole life. Six feet, grey hair, balding,
blue sweatshirt, jeans. Long scar across his neck from where he got shot in
Europe. Missing two bottom teeth.
Dead. Don’t know what else.
Never saw the guy’s face. Had a European accent. He talked to George before
he did it.
5 foot 10? Couldn’t tell from where I was lying.
Couldn’t see anything else. No electricity in the house, or water. We’d shit in
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cans and I’d toss them somewhere.
The European held a flashlight on George’s face, all I could see in the dark. He
was (illegible) a baby. George struggled then slowed down then stopped. Like
God in the phone booth.
I didn’t kill him.
No.
Sure. Take your time. Can I sleep? Do you need fucking directions? It’s the
least broken down house on Galena.
*
Hello.
Fine.
Did you find it?
9:30, I said.
We were in the living room playing cards. We always play cards at night. He
(illegible) was well lately.
Playing fucking five card draw for potato chips by candlelight. Had a pair of
eights and was bluffing George because he can’t tell what a guy’s thinking.
Never lost a hand with him. Was about to show him my hand (illegible) his
eyes got big, something hit my head. I woke up (illegible) couldn’t move, on
my back on the stairs. George on his back in the chair, crying. The European
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standing over him with a flashlight. Only other light was the orange that
comes from over the lake. The European had blown out the candles.
He was telling George something.
Couldn’t hear what.
The European said something then held up one of his hands and pointed his
flashlight at it. It only had one finger left, the ring finger. He said: “Do you
now remember this?” I never went to Europe. No war there for me to fight.
Then they talked more, the European shone the flashlight an inch from
George’s eyes. He bent over George then pulled out a knife and put it into
George’s chest. He did it slow, George begged him to stop.
I was goddamn trying to get the fuck out (illegible) handcuffs. Look at my
wrists. Trying to kick my way out of the tape. I watched him, that’s what the
fuck I did.
I wrote everything down for George too. Didn’t you see napkins all over the
goddamn house (illegible) my handwriting?
George comes from people (illegible) things don’t have to be said. I was alone
on the street, he took me in. He hated his family but he saved me. Hated
them as much as he hated the Germans. They shot the shit out of him. The
Germans, I mean.
Fuck you.
I killed the man in the booth after I got free. He was a no one like George and
me. Doesn’t matter.
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He told me why he killed George.
After, the European walked past me. I tried to twist and kick at him but just
about tore my shoulder out of its socket. Then the European said something,
he was standing right behind me.
He talked wrong. Find him, you’ll hear. He said: “I want you know I am not
here to harm anyone but him. He hurt me when I was young.”
He lit a match to show me his left hand. Just one finger by itself sticking out
of a palm. He said: “He did this because he wore a uniform and did the awful
things a person can do when he’s inside of a uniform.” He bent his one finger,
said: “I was inside a different coloured uniform which allowed him to cut me.”
Don’t remember every word. You wouldn’t believe me if I did.
You don’t?
Said: “He did this to my hand with that knife. He cut my face. I have been
looking for him long time.”
Said: “I was prisoner and he was guard. He dragged me into the forest and did
this to me. He said this was for Steve or Mike or whoever. I was cook. I was
weakest, that’s why he did this.”
I wanted to bite that finger off and swallow it. George told me enough about
Germans to know never trust one. They aren’t people, even if they make nice
watches like the one you’re wearing. Marching murderers, all of them, George
said.
They make us hate whoever makes it hard to buy things. That’s how it’s always
worked. If George did it, I don’t blame him. They wanted him to be an animal.
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They make us dogfight for scraps and they always will. That’s the plan.
Said: “Transients are difficult to find. I only came for him. We are no longer
wearing uniforms. I leave the key so you not starve here.”
He stopped talking, walked back to George, stabbed him a few more times.
He kept saying something in German (illegible) loud bang because he hit the
banister post and broke it.
Said he was sorry and left.
Trying to wrench myself out of the broken banister. Rolled across the living
room to the front door but by the time I got out of the handcuffs and the tape
off my ankles he was gone. Heard a car drive away as I dug the key out of the
dust.
Don’t know.
Didn’t see the number.
Ripped the tape off of my face, grabbed my gun, started walking along the lake
toward the highway until I got to that truck stop then something decided for
me to stop walking. I saw the grey beard man in the booth.
Three hours. It was quiet.
I guess.
(illegible)
Whenever.
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*
Hello.
What does it matter?
George found me when I was a boy.
After I stopped talking. I had (illegible) words for God and swore to wait for
him. I told you.
No fucking idea what my voice sounds like and don’t care.
Hiding in a pile of garbage in an alley in Tacoma and George saw me and
said: “Is there a boy in there?” He pulled me out, took me to a warehouse him
and Claire were staying in, they raised me.
Didn’t know how to write then. George and Claire thought I was dumb. They
couldn’t have kids of their own. Claire taught me to read, write. They knew I
wasn’t deaf and when I learned how, I wrote down my real name for them. But
they were calling me Dale and I liked it anyway.
Came here, George worked a few months at the steelworks. They were giving
away jobs and houses cheap to vets then but George could never buy one. He
worked a reeling machine (illegible) punched his foreman. He laughed when
the factory closed and the ships stopped coming in.
Started after Claire died. George never could take care of himself.
He had cancer?
He pissed blood, I knew.
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Did the best I could.
Why did I what?
The truck stop?
I told you. I’m waiting to talk to Him. I’m sick of it.
I’ll have to wait longer. Just put me in that cell. I want thick cement walls and
bars around me. Make it simple. There are bad men and good men.
What happens next?
Oh.
*
What does that mean?
No. It was the European.
He stabbed him, tied me up.
No, I didn’t.
I fucking didn’t. I loved him. Why?
Of course it was hard to watch him be sick. I loved him.
You’re sick.
(illegible) stay angry as long as I fucking want.
I got nothing more to say to you.
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A R EV I EW B Y JO S H U A NA D E A U

SE COND T I M E’ S T H E CH AR M :
O D O U R L ES S 2. 0
“No thing is too small / to try to find the world in it” opens Matthew Walsh’s
second poem in his collection Cloudpeople, serving both as an appropriate
epigraph for most poetry written since ever and a reverse cipher for one of the
main metaphors of the chapbook: cloudwatching.
For me, it also points to the as-of-yet output size of Bardia Sinaee’s Odourless
Press since the genesis of its complicated run back in ‘11. Starting as a webbased anthology of poets/poems he took a shine to, Sinaee began to gather a
list of writers in order to publish small collections of their work in pamphlet
form (chapbook or no?). While he never reached his projected second series
of pieces (as the website went into premature retirement due to copyright
concerns, impending graduation and the increasing duties of an unnamed
student-run magazine), three pamphlets were produced covering the
obligatory trysts, duels, rants and round trips to Koopaland (via those British
Isles) we’ve come to expect in modern verse. Indeed they were small, indeed
contained worlds.
But back to the clouds.
Given the ubiquity of contemporary, “surrealist-inflected” (to borrow from
Sinaee) poetry, it’s unsurprising to see most of the now-resurgant Odourless’s
current offerings (two chapbooks and two broadsides) follow in that vein – the
problem is how tricky the follow-through proves to be and, unfortunately,
a number of moments in Cloudpeople just feel “like cloud / watching[.]
Sometimes / you get it and sometimes you don’t.”
However his work grows stronger as he narrows his focus and lets us land
somewhere long enough to connect with the subject matter. Walsh’s “Elegy
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for a Scottish Lass” is a good example of where it works and works just right:
though zooming on a grandmother’s death, he weaves his wordplay and
conceives of a “whispered pectoriloquy,” the “man with the strings” and a
stunning final image revolving around a mother’s “moth eyes” peering into a
woodstove.
That, and a line like “[w]e live in a Wi-fi world in a po post poco de loco /
bloom-gunk Lana del Ray google / slow-cooker slow / cooked world” pretty
much justifies a particular songstress’ entire existence, no matter what side of
the street you’ve occupied in WWLdR. And I’m not even talking about that
Condolezza Rice breakdown – you’ll need to find this gem for yourself.
A close reading reveals a set of repeated places and images (mascara, worms,
leaves, Sorauren) suggesting Walsh is beginning to stack a deck of personal
symbols which’ll really fly in the context of a larger collection – there’s hints of
this inclination for length both with the page count of Cloudpeople (35 pages,
longest thing Odourless’s done so far) and the penultimate longpoem, “Cloud
Grape.”
For all it’s sky-gazing, in “For Maurice Sedak” the worm hints at the need to
learn a language originating beneath the surface; the sprinklings of Catholic
references point to a deeper meaning behind repeated rituals. There are
roots in these poems which seek to mine at depth, and ultimately Walsh is
strongest when trading in earthy symbols arranged in surprising ways - it’ll be
interesting to follow his growth to see how he hones his particular strengths.
Suzannah Showder’s wonderfully titled Sucks To Be You and other true taunts
follows through with the encyclopaedically-broad array of abstractly-inclined
pieces with a success perhaps owed to the incredibly honed nature of her fivepoem set. Though brief, these poems pack quite the punch.
Take “do you have a staring problem?” It’s concerned with alienation (show
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me one poet who isn’t) but utilizes images including “lego-sized sightlines,”
shadow-caused limblessness and a galaxy-shaped pattern of ceiling mold
“creeping its way into the future.” Birds hang louies and reluctant cosmonauts
lose themselves in space and drift “the length of a too-long guitar solo.” She
challenges the reader (or cosmonaut, or both) to “[s]tare down the limelight /
of everything that hasn’t happened, but will.”
Or “why don’t you go home and cry about it?” with its bizarrely touching
variant of the apocalypse (a theme also present in Walsh’s “Cloud Grape” and
Mat Laport’s Odourless broadside cameo – it seems Ben Ladouceur (Sinaee’s
former In/Words chum and fellow broadside debutante) was the only one
not tapping that goldmine) where everyone is magnetically drawn to their
hometowns to experience together what everyone’s bound to experience
together anyway.
As opposed to Walsh, her pieces are anything but confessional – the voice she
forges does all it can to dance behind a myriad of sharp images, all the while
prodding the reader with quick jabs and teasing us with the briefest sight of
despondency. There’s a thin line between creating a barely-transparent pose of
grit and a hip, avoidant use of insult to prove how clever you are to everyone
else - what ultimately saves Showder from losing all emotional relevancy is
that, as the bullets fly, the blood tends to be hers.
Showder’s aiming high and mostly hitting the marks she sets for herself –
each line contains an unexpected image or builds up to one in the next. Both
Showder and Walsh eschew focus on a final-stanza-punchline – they want it
now and again and again. Both’re young and impatience is a virtue.
Sinaee’s tapped a crew of talented writers since Odourless’s inception, the
most recent of which seem to be eager to pack each line with as much varied
material as possible. There’s an ambition to the pieces completely appropriate
to a rising generation of young poets hoping to take the world (or the small
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sliver at the local bar devoted to regular readings) by storm. Sinaee’s chosen
his horses well and given them wings – delicious, hand sewn, ISBN-bearing
wings. With the amount of time he’s taken in priming each chapbook with
a meticulous set of production values, let’s hope he’s stuck in his parents’
basement for a long, long time.
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CO N T RI B U TO R S
Sarah E. Antonick (poet, novelist, dreamer) who hails from the Chicagoland
area describes herself as a ‘writer by instinct,’ with a style that is often ethereal
or haunting. Particular to nostalgia and beauty, she can be found sneaking in
and out of thrift stores while devouring second-hand books.
Marie-Andrée Auclair is an emerging poet who grew up in France and has
lived in Ottawa most of her adult life. She is working toward a Certificate in
Creative Writing at the University of Toronto and divides her writing time
between poetry and short fiction.
Christopher Barnes’ first collection LOVEBITES is published by Chanticleer.
Each year he reads at Poetry Scotland’s Callender Poetry Weekend. He
also writes art criticism which has been published in Peel and Combustus
magazines.
Craig Calhoun was born in Tucson, Arizona and moved to Canada in 2008
where he began writing fiction. His work has appeared in Descant, The
Incongruous Quarterly, Liars’ League London, Liars’ League NYC, Steel
Bananas Quarterly, Pilot, and Marco Polo Arts Magazine.
Vincent Chetcuti lives and writes in Ottawa. He has published poetry in
North American and European journals, including White Wall Review
(Toronto), Rampike (Windsor), Anthos (Ottawa), In/Words (Ottawa), Third
Rail (Los Angeles), Moody Street Irregulars (Clarence Center, New York), The
Kerouac Connection (Bristol, England), Tempus Fugit (Zolder, Belgium), and
Gypsy (Schwabach, Germany).
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Jesse MacLean is a graduate of Carleton’s Public Affairs and Policy
Management program, who will be pursuing a Master’s in Waterloo this year.
He greatly enjoys writing fiction in his spare time, and has been attending In/
Words events for about two years.
Brendan McNally’s Plus ça change is part of his loosely connected 613 Series
which includes a collection (‘99), a chapbook (‘04), three plays (‘99, ‘04, ‘06)
and a novel (‘10). Mostly DIY imprints and presentations, this represents his
first publication, per se. Currently, he’s developing Plus ça change into a novella.
Colin Morton has published several books of poetry, including The Cabbage
of Paradise and The Local Cluster.
Allison Jane Smith was born and raised in Manitoba before attending
university in Ottawa. She currently lives and writes in Cambodia. You can read
more of her work at www.allisonjanesmith.com.
Kathleen Szoke is a poet writing in Burlington, Ontario. She has been
published in The Antigonish Review, The Dalhousie Review, Qwerty and
PRECIPICe, and was a Fringe reader at the Eden Mills Writer’s Festival.
She sits on the Executive of the Hamilton Poetry Centre and is an associate
member of the League of Canadian Poets.
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Special thanks to Dave Currie for continuing his role as host of the In/Words Reading
Series held on the last Wednesday of each month in the basement of the Clocktower
Brew Pub (575 Bank St.), and to Claire Pattison Hunter for keeping the Writers Circle
(held at 7PM every Monday at The Daily Grind, 601 Somerset St. West) alive and
kicking. We wish Claire the best on her ventures in the professional world and will miss
her presence as an editor with In/Words Magazine.
Publishers, please address review copies to:

In/Words
1902 Dunton Tower
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON. K1S 5B6

Since its founding in 2001 by Prof. Collett Tracey and a handful of students, In/Words
Magazine & Press has evolved into a non-profit, student-run small press and reading
series. It is provided with a budget by the Carleton University Students’ Association
and supported by the kindness of the Carleton University English Department and
those within Ottawa’s writing community who wish to see its success. We are always
looking for new volunteers to support the arts and artists at Carleton University and
across Canada.
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